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This paper has introduced an approach to relate and transfonn meta models for infonnation 
systems. The chosen abstractions are motivated from basic and important language character
istics, are fonnally defined, are expressive, have been applied to integrate different perspec
tives of infonnation systems modelling, and promise to be a basis for attacking long-tenn mo
delling requirements like interoperability, harmonisation, and evolution. 

1 ELEMENTS OF THE APPROACH 

There is a need for harmonisation in infonnation systems modelling. The author convincingly 
argues in favour of an ordering and transformation scheme for modelling languages instead 
of providing an all-embracing standardized reference language. Then he introduces his Meta 
Model Transfonnation (MMT) approach in three steps: 

l. A set of language characteristics is identified; they are: genericity, liberality, and ex
pressiveness. Their discussion, however, leaves a bundle of questions open. 

Are these criteria for comparing modelling languages well selected ? They are application
independent, situation-aspecific, and they are relevant to the approach, since later transfonna
tions are related to these criteria. It is noted that the selection not orthogonal; can an orthogo
nal selection not be found ? And is the selection complete ? 

In particular, are there dependencies between genericity and expressiveness ? Why is the 
extended ER model less generic than the ER model although it contains the same "generic" 
constructs as ER ? Thus genericity in the author's sense seems to include a minimality require
ment on the set of language constructs. Why shall languages with certain specialized parts 
(e.g. for temporal aspects) be more expressive than ones without them? 

Although the characteristics have been exemplified with computational languages like pro
gramming languages and Turing machines, they seem to be mainly motivated from structural 
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languages modelling semantic domains; they can be better understood from the later formali
zation of meta models. The selected characteristics seem to cover the questions which do
mains can be modelled (expressiveness) and how they can be modelled (genericityniberality). 

2. A set of basic relations between meta models of languages is identified: specialization 
(enrichment by derived constructs), restriction (partial restriction of semantics), and degene
ration (partial exclusion of semantics). 

Meta models consist of a structure of modelling constructs and a set of constraints on that 
structure together with the set of all possible semantics, i.e. all possible instance mappings. 
One should be aware that this definition requires to have available a set of all possible con
structs, a language for writing constraints and definitions (r), and a universe of all instances ! 

The above questions concerning selection of criteria can be put here again. The relations 
have been selected to be compatible with the language characteristics. But considered in isola
tion, are they complete to describe all (desired) comparisons between meta models ? 

A disturbing feature is that all old constructs must be kept in these relations. Thus for com
paring and ordering languages hidden constructs might have to be invented, and they must be 
kept in "greater" models as well. This simplifies the approach, but seems to artificially com
plicate its application. Some adoption of structuring mechanisms for algebraic specifications 
of abstract data types (where signatures, constraints, and semantics are considered together, 
too) might help to handle more flexible relations. In particular, abstract implementation rela
tions between meta models might be taken into consideration additionally. 

3. A set of basic operations (transformations) on meta models is provided. They serve as 
constructive specifications of the relations: specialization (adding a new construct with a defi
ning rule), restriction (adding a constraint), degeneration (declaring constructs to be degenera
ted). Each operation guarantees the corresponding relation between its operand and its result. 

What, however, is only mentioned aside, is the constraint and definition language. This 
plays an very crucial role, at least to give arguments of specialization and restriction. It has to 
be introduced together with the framework of modelling constructs, and a notion of satisfac
tion of constraints by instances is needed. How shall that language look like ? Shall it be one 
(powerful) logical calculus to be instantiated by the chosen modelling constructs ? Or are dif
ferent logical calculi corresponding to different kinds of modelling constructs imaginable ? 
Then a framework of varying logical calculi (so-called institutions) would be needed. 

2 APPLICATION 

The approach is applied to demonstrate the harmonisation of typical meta models. A joint on
tology (here object-role modelling) is required before meta models can be compared. 

First a "minimal" element is needed which is at least as generic, liberal, and expressive as 
any meta model under consideration; actually it is a maximum in these respects by having a 
minimum set of generic, liberal and expressive constructs. When does it exist ? Together with 
the constraint/definiton language, this seems to play the role of a relative reference language. 

Then harmonisation is done by trying to establish an MMT order on the given meta mo
dels, i.e. by comparing them wrt MMT relations and making them interoperable using MMTs. 
Here the following questions arise for further research: Which ordering structures are accept
able or desired? When are given meta models "consistent" or "harmonisable"? In particular, 
must two models be related directly or is it enough to have a joint infimum? And which rela
tionships between constructs of different branches of the order are imposed in the latter case ? 


